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7 great solutions for easy ironing
With AquaBlock anti-drip cover

The Easy7 ironing board features 7 great solutions to make ironing easy. With its unique AquaBlock anti-drip

cover and its innovative features, Easy7 is designed for quality and speed and is ideal for steam generators.

Improved ironing experience

No water drips on the floor: AquaBlock cover technology

Ideal for steam generators: XL sized board and tray

Comfortable ironing: adjustable height (70-94cm)

Designed for quality and speed

Solid and stable: 2X leg construction with anti-slip feet

Iron more in one go: XL board shape (120 x 45cm)

Hang garments right after ironing: convenient hanging rail

Designed for safety: child and transport lock
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Highlights

AquaBlock cover technology

AquaBlock is a unique board cover technology

that is designed to prevent condensed steam

from dripping on the floor. It has a multi-layer

construction which also provides a firm and

smooth surface for you to easily achieve the

ideal ironing results.

Adjustable height

The height of the ironing board is easy to

adjust to your own height with a lever, located

underneath the board surface. The height can

be adjusted between 70 and 94cm.

Double leg construction

The ironing board is supported by double leg

construction with anti-slip feet caps that

provides extra stability.

Convenient hanging rail

No need to look for a place around you to hang

your freshly ironed shirts. You can hang

garments directly after ironing on the

convenient hanging rail.

Child and transport lock

Child and transport lock prevents accidental

collapsing of the board while ironing and also

keeps the board closed during storage.

XL sized board and tray

This XL sized ironing board comes with a

stable and extra-large iron tray which makes it

perfect for steam generators. The tray is also

heat resistant and can be safely used with

steam irons.

XL sized board and tray

This XL sized ironing board comes with a

stable and extra-large iron tray which makes it

perfect for steam generators. The tray is also

heat resistant and can be safely used with

steam irons.
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Specifications

Accessories included

Easy garment hanger

Heat protective cover

Board cover

Fourth layer: Coated Felt

Second layer: Foam

Third layer: 3D textile, Felt

Top layer: 100% Cotton

Green efficiency

Product packaging: 100% recycable

User manual: 100% recycled paper

Guarantee

2 year worldwide guarantee

Size and weight

Ironing surface: 120 x 45 cm

Product dimensions (WxHxL):

50x10.8x158.7 cm

Weight of board: 8.2 kg

Storage

Carry lock: For transportation and safety
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